


We are very pleased to present our diverse autumn list 2021 to you! The 
year 2021 has of course been marked by our 75th publishing anniversary. 
Thus, our new catalogue includes many titles that underline what has 
made our publishing house outstanding for three quarters of a century: 

We want to inspire children and parents with special books and lovingly 
told stories and encourage them to read and read aloud.

We see this as our mission especially for families with children whose 
everyday life has been completely disrupted in the last two years. We 
ourselves experienced that it takes true superpowers to stay calm 
and in good spirits between daily video conferences, homework 
and playing with the children.

Since there is nothing better for families than experiencing 
fun and joy, we have developed a new product range called 
FamilyFlow that will help children and adults take a deep breath 
and enjoy everyday life, for example with simple yoga exercises. 

With our series of political titles, we want to stand up for more 
sustainability, justice, diversity and freedom. Especially freedom 
is one of the most cherished values for our publishing house. We 

commissioned a Hungarian sample translation of What’s all this 
LGTBQ* Stuff About? and would thus like to encourage publishers 
all around the world to stand up for these values. 

The political dimension even influences the young adult 
novel Blood and Chocolate which tells a gripping 

story of exploitation in the cocoa industry. 

Our new imprint moonnotes has been designed for new adult 
lovers. The promising list is kicking off with several romantasy 
and mystery titles, such as Cards of Love. 

Watch out for Foxland, the new children's book by Katja Frixe, the 
author of the successful The magical Bookshop of wishes series. 
Speaking about backlist, whenever you see the button More 
titles available you can follow a link to all books published by 
the same author. 

Last, but not least we would like to point out our favorite 
picture book of the season: The Donkey Without a Tale 
who sets off to find an exciting story to tell and stumbles 
into an adventure. Another highlight is our interactive 
detective story Crook-a-Doodle-Doo! Scene of the Crime: 
Eradicated! but see for yourself.

From what we can tell now it might yet again be difficult 
this year to meet in person. Feel free to get in touch for 
video calls anytime.

For now: Enjoy our interactive book world!

Ulrike and Marlene

Cover illustration by Birgit Jansen: “Was ist eigentlich dieses LGBTIQ*?” (“What’s all this LGBTIQ* Stuff About?”, p. 4) © Migo im Verlag Friedrich Oetinger, Hamburg 2021
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Hungarian sample  
translation available

Linda Becker, Julian Wenzel, Birgit Jansen

What’s all this LGBTIQ* Stuff About?
Non Fiction Ages 11+  | 128 Pages 

What is bi, lesbian or gay? What does trans really mean? How is it  
different from doing drag? This can all be a bit emotionally overwhelming, 
especially if you’re not (yet) sure about your own gender identity. 

“What’s all this LGBTIQ* Stuff About?” is a guide for all children and young 
people who want to know more about the many diverse forms that gender 
identity can take. It isn’t a dry textbook, though: it is jokey and entertaining 
and exactly on a level with young readers on their thrilling journey into the 
unknown world of growing up. This book explains all the various terms,  
and also offers support when it comes to such things as harassment. 

A Handy Guide to LGBTIQ*
Explains the most important LGBTIQ* terms  
and encourages readers to explore their own feelings

AGES 

11+

“We can’t be pigeon-holed”: interviews  
with members of the LGBTIQ* scene
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Daniela Heidtmann, Natasa Kaiser

Family Flow.  
Little Journeys of the Mind –  
30 Relaxation Cards for Children
Ages 3+  |  32 Pages

Children can suffer from stress, too. Journeys of the mind help them to 
relax and to become at one with themselves. The 30 handy and beautifully 
illustrated cards in this box invite children to switch off and dream. These 
journeys into the imagination were developed by the well-known Yoga 
teacher and relaxation expert Dr. Daniela Heidtmann,  
and are reinforced by simple warm-up exercises and  
mini-massage suggestions. They  
enable even smaller or more  
fretful children to immerse  
themselves easily in their  
own bodies and to switch  
off. All these journeys of  
the mind can be undertaken  
without any prior knowledge  
or particular skill. 

Florian Sprater, Natasa Kaiser

Family Flow.  
Little Yoga Breaks – 30 Read Aloud Cards  
to Get Children Moving and Relaxed
Ages 3+  |  32 Pages

30 fabulous cards to bring yoga into the nursery. Unlike traditional 
yoga classes, yoga for children takes a playful, undogmatic, creative 
and free approach – as imparted by children’s yoga teacher Florian 
Sprater. Each card demonstrates a yoga exercise by means of an 
animal illustration. A read-aloud story with an introduction offers 
children a direct, spontaneous way into yoga,  
and inspires them to try  
it out for themselves. 

Imaginative journeys  
with added feel-good 

factor (massages,  
exercises and much,  
much more) to create  
happy and relaxed 

children 
 

Also suitable for school  
or nursery groups

Playful way into yoga  
for children, families,  
or children’s groups 

 
With exercises suitable  

for everyone from  
absolute beginners  
to advanced yogists 

 
Picture cards make  

yoga instantly  
accessible

Find the Joy in Everyday Life,  
 With These Beautifully Illustrated Cards

Natasa Kaiser, Florian Sprater

Family Flow. Yoga for Children –  
An Interactive Safari
Read Aloud Book Ages 3+  |  48 Pages

The inquisitive meerkat Govinda takes small and 
big children alike by the paw, and takes them to 
meet the wildlife of Africa. The movements of the 
animals inspire these super-easy yoga exercises 
for children to join in with. At the end, breathing 
exercises and a journey through the mind ensure 
total relaxation. No previous experience necessary! 
This easy and fun introduction to the topic ties in 
with children’s natural creativity, imaginativeness, 
and need to move. It teaches them how to reduce 
stress and how to feel better and more strongly 
grounded in their lives. An interactive yoga book 
for children aged 3+ – and their parents, too.

Interactive book for families  
 and groups of children by the  
 well-known children’s yoga  
teacher Florian Sprater

Beautifully illustrated read-aloud book with 
incorporated yoga exercises
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Stefanie Reich, Peter Wohlleben, Carina Wohlleben

A Tree for Pete – My Book of the Seasons
Board Book Ages 24 months +  |  16 Pages

It’s springtime in the forest and the sun is smiling down – but Pete the squirrel is sad. The needles 
of the old pine tree are so prickly! So Peter the forest ranger suggests that he lives in the old beech 
tree instead. Pete moves in and gets to know his new abode – through all the seasons. Forester and 
ecologist Peter Wohlleben explains in a child-friendly and charming way how a deciduous tree 
changes over the course of a year. Grounded in science, but beautifully narrated.

Maren von Klitzing, Elisa Vavouri

Where are you Going, Little Stork?
Read Aloud Book Ages 5+  |  128 Pages

The young stork August lives with his two older siblings on the rooftop  
of a house in North Germany. They are happy there and like the human  
family who live in the house beneath them. But the nights are becoming  
colder and the stork parents are becoming jittery.  
Then, one day, they set off for the South.  
On their long journey from Europe to  
Africa, they encounter various dangers  
and have all kinds of adventures big  
and small, until they finally reach  
their winter dwelling place.

The second picture book  
by Peter Wohlleben and his  
daughter Carina Wohlleben:  

a guaranteed hit 
 

Enjoy discovering the way in  
which a deciduous tree changes  

over the course of a year

Factual Information 
Presented in a  
Child-friendly  
Format
An exciting natural setting  
arouses children’s interest and  
encourages them to engage  
with animals, the environment,  
and nature

For Small  
Nature  
Explorers
A year in the forest  
with Peter & Pete

In association with the German Youth  
Association for the Protection of  
Nature (NAJU), the youth wing of the  
Nature and Biodiversity Conservation  
Union (NABU)

Rights of the series sold to

Full English translation available
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Insa Thiele-Eich, Suzanna Randall, Petra Eimer

We Have Lift-Off!
Early Reader Ages 7+  |  64 Pages

The big day is drawing near. The first two female 
German astronauts shared their intensive training 
in their fascinating book “Our Journey Into Space” – 
and now they’re about to embark on their research 
mission to the ISS space station. In this book for 
emerging readers, they explain how it all works. How 
is a rocket launched? What dangers are involved in a 
space flight? These and other gripping questions are 
answered in a child-friendly way which is bound to 
interest young minds in science and technology.

Gareth Ryans, Johanna Fischer

The Dilly-Dally Band Visit Outer  
Space – A Book-Mobile!
Picture Book Ages 4+  |  32 Pages

The four animal friends Alma Alpaca, Pavel Panda, Caro Crocodile and Paolo Parrot are 
known as the Dilly-Dally Band. When they visit Professor Cleverclogs’ laboratory on a school 
trip one day, they find a space ship with a start button which just demands to be pressed. 
Before they know it, they’re whizzing off into outer space. As they look out of the windows  
and see the Earth becoming smaller and smaller and the sun becoming bigger and bigger,  
the friends get to know the solar system. It’s the start of a thrilling journey!

The Dilly-Dally Band’s thrilling journey continues at home thanks to the build-your-own 
mobile included in the book. The mobile includes the planets, the Earth, the Dilly-Dally Band, 
and a space station with tiger astronauts.

Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies – The Great  
Space Adventure
Picture Book Ages 4+  |  48 Pages

As they look up at the night sky from their rubbish 
tip, the Ogglies hatch a plan: they want to travel 
into outer space! However, Oggly Papa’s home-made 
rocket explodes before it has even left the ground. 
The only one who can help them is Professor 
Brausewein – and the Oggly Grandpa and the Oggly 
children set off in Professor Brausewein’s spaceship, 
heading for outer space. They pass the moon, then 
travel onwards to the other planets in our solar 
system. Can they manage to return to Smelliville in 
time for their gnarly supper?

Part 2 of “Our Journey Into  
Space” – published ahead of  
the mission of the first female  
German astronauts

Teaching and learning  
Oggly-style: exciting facts  
about outer space

Build-your-own cardboard  
mobile: includes planets,  
the Earth, the Dilly-Dally Band  
and much more

Includes background photos taken  
from the planetarium  
show of the same name

A fascinating picture book about four 
animal friends in space

Completely unique: the only book on 
the market which contains a mobile

MORE TITLES  
available 
here >>

HIT  
SERIES! 

MILLIONS OF  
OGGLY PRODUCTS  

SOLD

Rights of the series sold to
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Eleni Livanios, Susanne Lütje

A Christmas Party in the Woods
Board Book Ages 18 months +  |  16 Pages

The animals in the winter forest are full of 
excitement: they’re going to have a big Christmas 
party! They’re decorating the Christmas tree, and 
they’re all doing their bit. The bears are shaking 
the snow off the branches; the hedgehogs are 
bringing straw decorations; the birds are bringing 
garlands; and the hares are bringing candles. 
When they squirrels scamper to the top and 
light all the candles, they’re all delighted. What 
a beautiful Christmas tree – now Christmas can 
really begin!

Kerstin M. Schuld

The Christmas Bear
Board Book Ages 24 months +  |  16 Pages

It’s such bad luck: every year, Bear sleeps through 
Christmas. But his dearest wish is to meet Father 
Christmas. This year his friend Fred Mouse wakes 
him up – and guess what? Not only does Bear meet 
Father Christmas, but he’s given a snuggly present, 
too …  

Reinhard Michl, Tilde Michels

Who’s That Knocking On 
Vanya’s Door?
Picture Book Ages 4+  |  28 Pages

One frosty winter’s night, gamekeeper Vanya hears 
a knock on his door. It’s a freezing hare seeking 
sanctuary – and, of course, Vanya lets him in. 
But shortly afterwards, he’s joined by a fox, and 
then by a bear. How’s that going to work out? The 
animals promise Vanya that they will not fall out 
with one another. When Vanya wakes up the next 
morning, he thinks he must have dreamed it all. 
But then he sees the tracks in the snow …

Anna Böhm, Susanne Göhlich

Emmi and the Unipig –  
Merry Pigmas!
Early Reader Ages 6+  |  64 Pages

Christmas excitement is mounting for Emmi and 
the Unipig. And the Unipig has one particular wish: 
for the family to stage a Nativity play. But it’s not 
quite that straightforward, as there aren’t enough 
actors – meaning that the other quirky Mythotures 
in the neighbourhood have to take on the roles of 
Mary, Joseph, the shepherds and the Three Wise Men. 
Chaos is the obvious result – but Emmi uses all her 
creative powers to put together a fantastic and highly 
modern Nativity play.

Picture book guaranteed to  
produce warm Christmassy  
feelings – by the successful duo 
Lütje and Livianos

A touching winter story in rhyme 
form – over 370,000 copies sold  
of the picture book classic

A delightful Christmas story  
with gorgeous illustrations –  
told in rhyme

A Nativity with a twist:  
learn to read with Emmi  
and the Unipig

120.000  
COPIES 
SOLD ACROSS  

THE SERIES

An ideal present in the run-up to Christmas

MORE TITLES  
available 
here >>

Rights sold to

Rights of the series sold to
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Anne Ameling, Monika Parciak

Twinkle, Twinkle,  
Christmas Star
Read Aloud Book Ages 3+  |  144 Pages

There are so many exciting things going on during 
Advent and Christmas: Julian can hardly believe 
that Herr Huber next door is going to be spending 
Christmas Eve on his own. But he has had an idea 
for a brilliant Christmas surprise. And Paul? He’s 
given up all hope of winning the sleigh race – when 
Father Christmas suddenly offers to lend a hand.

Anne Scheller, Lena Heger

Why Isn’t it Christmas  
Every Day? 
Read Aloud Book Ages 4+  |  128 Pages

And it isn’t just curious kids who will learn 
something here! In a whole variety of read-
aloud stories, this entertaining book answers 
all the questions about Christmas. Why do we 
celebrate it? What’s Advent all about? Who was 
St Nicholas? This book, with its age-appropriate 
and entertaining tales, is guaranteed to get 
everyone in the mood for Christmas – and 
without the constraints of a 24-chapter “Advent 
calendar book”, it will continue to provide 
enjoyment once the festive season is over.

Stefanie Taschinski, Anne-Kathrin Behl

Hotchpotch House 4 –  
Christmas is Coming!
Children’s Fiction Ages 8+  |  216 Pages

Christmas is coming and the Patchwork Family  
are busily baking and singing. Emma and 
Aylin are preparing a very special surprise 
and Ben is also full of anticipation: will he get 
the same super-cool games console as his new 
schoolfriend Lasse? However, Dad and Selda 
can’t afford it, because all the children have to 
have special presents – including the new baby 
whom Doris and Stella are expecting. But who 
knows: maybe the Christmas Fairy might just 
call in at Number 11?

Paul Maar

The Sat Celebrates Christmas
Children’s Fiction Ages 7+  |  176 Pages

It’s the Sat’s first Christmas with Mr Taschenbier.  
Or, to be more precise: it’s the Sat’s first Christmas 
full stop! No wonder it’s all agog. What are these little 
winged creatures who are apparently floating around 
in the sky? Why is Mr Taschenbier being all secretive, 
even though the Sat is desperate to know what’s 
going on? And why are trees suddenly appearing in 
sitting rooms, when they have to spend the rest of the 
year standing outside? Thank goodness there are so 
many songs and rhymes about Christmas to explain 
to the Sat what’s going on!

Christmas stories of varying  
lengths help to create a cosy  
Advent bedtime routine

The festive finale to the  
popular children’s book series  
by the best-selling author  
Stefanie Taschinski

Unique and successful concept: 
facts presented in a child-friendly 
way, through the medium of great 
read-aloud stories

Previous edition illustrated  
by Nina Dulleck is already a  
huge hit: more than 85,000  
copies sold since 2017

Chilled stories to get all the family  
in the Christmas mood

The topic of Christmas, in the popular 
question-and-answer series 

With bright, colourful, modern illustrations

Sensitively told and full of Christmas cheer

A Christmas reading treat for the whole 
family!

New edition illustrated by author Paul Maar

A tradition-steeped Christmas title by our 
great house author

MORE TITLES  
available 
here >>

MORE TITLES  
available 
here >>

MORE TITLES  
available 
here >>

MORE TITLES  
available 
here >>

MORE THAN 

200.000  
COPIES 

OF THE SERIES 
SOLD

Rights of the series sold to

Rights of the series sold to
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https://www.oetinger.de/suchergebnis-rights?search_api_fulltext=flickenteppich&m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/suchergebnis-rights?search_api_fulltext=sams&v=b&m=r


Caroline Opheys, Nicola Anker,  
Kathrin Lena Orso

Timmy Tiger – I Have  
Been Potty Trained
Board Book Ages 18 months +  |  16 Pages

At last: Timmy doesn’t need those pesky 
nappies any more. He’s now all grown up and 
can use the potty on his own. But what’s going 
on? Why can’t he do even the tiniest wee? 
Timmy Tiger can’t understand it, and asks his 
friends for advice. They, of course, come up 
with a brilliant idea. Timmy makes himself a 
nice cosy ’potty corner’ in the bathroom. And 
guess what? Weeing isn’t a problem any more. 
Who’d have thought it could be so easy! 

Caroline Opheys, Nicola Anker,  
Kathrin Lena Orso

Timmy Tiger – But I Don’t 
Need a Dummy Now!
Board Book Ages 18 months +  |  16 Pages

Timmy Tiger loves his dummy to bits. He takes 
it everywhere with him. But it gradually starts 
to become a nuisance. When he’s singing, for 
example, or when he’s having his face painted, 
or when he’s talking to his friends. They know 
what to do – and that evening, Timmy gives his 
dummy to his cuddly toy. 

Barbara Korthues, Sonja Fiedler-Tresp

Hurrah – My Baby Brother  
Has Arrived!
Board Book Ages 24 months +  |  16 Pages

At last: Clara’s baby brother has arrived! Clara is, 
obviously, bursting with pride. She can even help 
with nappy-changing or pushing him in his pram. 
He’s just annoying now and then – like when he 
cries too loudly. But you did that too, Mummy 
says, as she shows Clara her baby photos. And the 
crying will stop eventually – Clara’s quite sure 
of it. She loves her brother. And she knows that 
Mummy and Daddy love them both the same. 

Katharina Staar, Henrike Lippa-Wagenmann

Look Who’s Roaring!
Board Book Ages 18 months +  |  12 Pages

“Roaaar!“, says the child who has become a 
ferocious lion. “Grrrrrrrr!” says the child who’s 
turned into a cuddly bear. In this innovative 
board book, small readers get to know and slip 
into various different animals. Each double page 
includes a foil mirror featuring typical animal 
characteristics: a trunk, a mane or ears. If the 
child looks in the mirror, he or she immediately 
becomes a wild animal. A brilliant concept, 
certain to delight big and small alike! 

A sensitive way to prepare  
(small) children for the birth  
of a new brother or sister

Jolly rhymes and illustrations help  
children to master the art of  
potty training & ditching the dummy

True-to-life board book 

Uniquely designed book  
featuring foil mirrors:  
perfect for small readers

The perfect companion during an  
exciting time

Goodbye nappies – but it’s not always 
quite so straightforward!

Features a character whom girls and  
boys alike will find relatable 

Delightful rhyming text by Nicola  
Anker and teacher Kathrin Lena Orso Playfully addresses and supports young 

children’s developing self-perception

Top-selling topics in the children’s book 
market: “animals” and “make-believe”

Full English translation available

Full English translation available
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/timmy-tiger/9783751200301?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/timmy-tiger/9783751200318?m=r
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https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Anker_Orso_Timmy%20Tiger_I%20dont%20need%20a%20dummy%20any%20more.pdf


Larisa Lauber, Sandra Grimm

Pull The Tab Twice … and  
Find the Woodland Creatures
Board Book Ages 24 months +  |  14 Pages

There’s so much to discover in the forest! Hiding 
behind the trees, bushes, stones and shrubs are 
forest creatures such as foxes, deer and owls – but 
there are other suprises, too. And the best surprise 
of all is that this book is twice as much fun: when 
you pull the tab twice, you find twice as much to 
delight you!

What’s more, pulling the tabs makes even more 
space for best-selling author Sandra Grimm’s 
amusing rhymes and Larisa Lauber’s delightfully 
detailed illustrations.

Christine Faust, Sandra Grimm

My First Turn-the-key Book 
Where is Baby Monkey?
Board Book Ages 24 months +  |  12 Pages

Oh dear: where has baby monkey Kiko gone? 
Mummy Monkey Naila sets off to find him. Is he 
in the monkey house? Is he with the hippos? Naila 
looks in all the cages. But be careful: you can’t open 
the heavy doors without the key. And Mummy 
Monkey needs children’s little hands to help her.

Double pull-out, extra-wide  
panoramic pages – innovative  
design and popular topic make  
this a must-buy!

High quality book with key  
and sturdy flaps to open,  
which aids small children’s fine 
motor development

Diane Kohne, Carla Häfner

Can You Wake the Little Bear? 
An Interactive Book
Board Book Ages 24 months +  |  26 Pages

There are loads of sleepy-time books – but now 
it’s time to wake up! But that’s easier said than 
done, as the little bear is in his cave and is fast 
asleep. Can you wake him by whispering in his 
ear? Or by tickling his big tummy? This book 
encourages small children to join in and shout, 
shake, poke and clap – and most of all laugh – 
until the little bear finally wakes up. Be as loud 
as you like with this hugely fun book for all 
children, parents and bears!

Daniela Kunkel, Anne-Kristin zur Brügge

Where are the Baby  
Animals Hiding?
Board Book Ages 18 months +  |  28 Pages

Where, oh where have the baby animals gone? Are 
the foxcubs hiding behind Mummy Fox’s bushy 
brush? Oh look: there’s the baby whale hiding 
behind the big whale’s tail! And the baby orangutan 
is snuggled up against Mummy’s tummy. There’s 
loads to discover in this little picture book – thanks 
especially to the combination of two much-loved 
add-ons: die-cut pages and flaps to turn. These invite 
the smallest readers to keep seeking and finding.

Interactive entertainment:  
Page by page, the book awakens 
along with the bear

Die-cut shapes and flaps with  
a fresh twist – written by the  
best-selling author of “How Baby 
Animals Go To Sleep”

Beautifully made “peepo” book

The perennially popular themes of  
“animals” and “zoo”, charmingly and  
originally reworked beautifully conceived  
“Peepo” book 
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/mein-erstes-schluesselbuch/9783751200295?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/weckst-du-den-kleinen-baeren/9783751201414?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/wenn-kleine-tiere-sich-verstecken/9783789114823?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/mein-erstes-schluesselbuch/9783789121418?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/zieh-2-mal/9783789114960?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/zieh-2-mal/9783789121142?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/zieh-2-mal/9783751200912?m=r


Sandy Lohß, Kathrin Lena Orso

It’s Bedtime for the Baby  
Animals!
Board Book Ages 18 months +  |  16 Pages

Even the baby animals in the forest have to go 
to sleep. But before they do, they have to make 
themselves comfy in their own particular ways. 
The little mouse builds a den; the baby fox has 
to jump on his bed just one last time; and the 
little owl has to carry on reading. With its catchy 
rhymes, this picture book encourages little ones 
to develop a good bedtime routine. A particular 
highlight is Sandy Lohß’s outstanding illustrations, 
which give the book a distinctive modern look.

A great combination of the  
popular themes “animals”  
and “bedtime”

Susanne Weber, Tanja Jacobs

Where is the Owl who Wants to Howl?
Board Book Ages 18 months +  |  12 Pages

What’s this? Where has the Little Owl gone? Is she hiding again? 
Can you see the egg on her head poking up from behind the 
stone? Or is she behind the bush? Together with her friends, 
small children can enjoy searching for the Little Owl, and looking 
behind the flaps to see if she’s there. A fabulous board book with 
touchy-feeling felt trimmings bound to appeal to all young fans 
of the popular “Little Owl” series.

Susanne Weber, Tanja Jacobs

Shh! Little Owl is Trying To Sleep
Picture Book Ages 3+  |  32 Pages

Little Owl is soooo tired and is desperate to go 
to sleep in her tree. But no sooner has she said 
goodnight to Mummy and Daddy and snuggled up 
in her nest when the forest bursts into sound. The 
Little Owl sets out to try to ask the noisy offenders 
to quieten down. She manages to persuade the 
woodpecker to stop drilling – but then the cricket 
starts to chirp – and then the nightingale starts 
airing her song. Then the Little Owl has an idea:  
let’s have a concert with all the animals performing. 
She can be the conductor! 

Little Owl and Friends: More Than 1.3 Million Copies Sold 
The latest additions to the best-selling series featuring The Little Owl who Wants to Howl

Large felt-covered  
flaps to touch and grab

Modern design, with stunning illustrations

Author Kathrin Lena Orso is a trained 
teacher

Full English translation available

Full English translation  
         available

Full English translation  
         available

Rights of the series sold to
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/ab-ins-bett-kleine-tierkinder/9783751200936?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/wo-ist-die-eule-mit-der-beule/9783751200899?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/pssst-die-kleine-eule-will-schlafen/9783751200646?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-kleine-eule-hat-geburtstag/9783789121111?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/das-grosse-eulen-liederbuch/9783789121098?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-eule-mit-der-beule/9783789167065?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-kleine-eule-badet/9783789110450?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/gute-nacht-kleine-eule/9783789124532?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-kleine-eule-findet-einen-freund/9783789115196?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-kleine-eule-fliegt-zu-den-sternen/9783789113468?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-kleine-eule/9783751200264?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-kleine-eule/9783789121104?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Weber_Ow%20Said%20the%20Owl.pdf
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Weber_Die%20kleine%20Eule_Was%20ist%20das%20f%C3%BCr%20ein%20Ei_sample%20translation.pdf


Marina Rachner, Anne-Kristin zur Brügge

How Baby Animals Go to Sleep – 
My Picture Book
Picture Book Ages 3+  |  32 Pages

Baby animals and human children alike love their 
bedtime rituals. But how does the lion say goodnight 
to his cubs? How does Daddy Cat say goodnight to his 
kitten? What do baby mice do in order to fall asleep 
more quickly? Following on from the huge success 
of “How Baby Animals Go to Sleep”, this beautifully 
produced picture book version features all our 
familiar friends – and a few new ones – together with 
lovely rhymes to read aloud to children before they 
fall into a deep and happy sleep.

Marlit Kraus, Ann-Katrin Heger

My Colourful Story Garland: 
What if the Whale had a  
ponytail?
Picture Book Ages 4+  |  48 Pages

Which animal has the best hair? Mad colour, 
bouncy blowout, mullet …  our hairstyles say 
things about us! It’s the same in the animal 
world, too: eleven different animals encounter 
one another at the hairdresser, all with their own 
particular requests. The flamingo envies the 
crocodile his green skin and tries this look out in 
the mirror … but in the end, they all agree that 
they’re perfect just the way they are! 

The read-aloud bedtime classic –  
365,000 copies sold: picture book 
of the successful board book with 
additional illustrations

Look, cut out, colour in,  
hang up: an innovative  
combination of picture book  
and matching garland

Fox & Sheep, Thies Schwarz

Little Fire Station 2 –  
Over and Under
Picture Book Ages 3+  |  40 Pages

Full of excitement, the Knister family are 
at the airport. They’re waiting to greet a 
team of fire-fighters from China. So they 
are all the more surprised to discover that 
their guests from the Far East don’t look like 
the fire-fighters at home. Surely there has 
been some mistake? Unfortunately nobody 
speaks Chinese – and so the unlikely crew 
stumbles from one crazy adventure to the 
next.

Fox & Sheep, Karoline Pietrowski

Round the World with Fox  
and Sheep – Wild Africa,  
Here We Come!
Picture Book Ages 3+  |  32 Pages

Fox and Sheep live on a farm in the Black Forest, 
where they produce all kinds of tasty treats. One day 
they receive an order for 127 jars of gherkins to be 
delivered to Helen Hippo for her party in the East 
African Serengeti. The pair immediately set off on 
their special train, and plunge straight into another 
adventure. On their travels they don’t only see the 
Pyramids of Egypt, but also encounter a stowaway 
on their train, who gives them a huge shock.

Developed With and  
Approved by Children
Based on the familiar Fox & Sheep children’s apps

Full English translation available With 11 delightfully illustrated pennants to 
make and decorate yourself

Funny rhyming animal story dealing with the 
notion of self-acceptance and self-belief

Rights sold to
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/wie-kleine-tiere-schlafen-gehen/9783751200868?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/meine-bunte-geschichtengirlande/9783968460505?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/kleine-feuerwehr/9783968460369?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/kleine-feuerwehr/9783968460017?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/rund-um-die-welt-mit-fuchs-und-schaf/9783968460352?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/rund-um-die-welt-mit-fuchs-und-schaf/9783968460024?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/wie-kleine-tiere-schlafen-gehen/9783789178436?m=r
https://www.foxandsheep.com/
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Zur%20Br%C3%BCgge_How%20Baby%20Animals%20Go%20To%20Sleep_0.pdf


Julia Christians, Stefanie Taschinski

The Donkey Who Had No Story
Picture Book Ages 4+  |  32 Pages

All the animals on the farm have a story to tell – don’t they? Well, the beautiful goose, the 
clever dog and the brave sheep do. But the donkey can’t think of anything at all exciting to 
tell anyone. And so he sets off from the farm one morning and ventures out into the big, wide 
world. He soon encounters other animals: the swan, the owl and the bear. And the donkey 
suddenly realises that he has stumbled into a real adventure. “Hee-haw!” Should the donkey 
return to the farm and tell his friends all about his amazing experiences? 

Mareike Ammersken

When the Angels Bark
Picture Book Ages 5+  |  48 Pages

Ellie and her dog Karlo have been inseparable since 
forever. Ellie can’t imagine a life without Karlo. But 
one day she comes home from school to find him not 
there. Ellie has never been so sad. What can you do 
if you haven’t been able to say goodbye to your best 
friend? Fortunately, anything is possible in the realm 
of dreams. And so Ellie and Karlo meet in their secret 
place in the garden and have one final adventure 
with the glow worms.

When Your  
Beloved Pet Dies: 
Ideal for Families 
With Children
Helps children to put the  
inexplicable into words

 
 
Poetic Picture 
Book by Stefanie 
Taschinski
A fable which encourages  
children to be adventurous:  
will appeal to parents, too

Full English translation available

A “fabulous” book in the truest sense of the word

Beautiful, colourful  
illustrations on every page

English Sample  
Translation Available
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/wenn-engel-bellen/9783791501680?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/vom-esel-der-keine-geschichte-hatte/9783789148088?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/abschied-von-opa-elefant/9783770742929?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Taschinski_The%20donkey%20without%20a%20tale.pdf


Chantal Schreiber, Iris Hardt

Galloping Away – Like the Sun and the Wind
Read Aloud Book Ages 4+  |  96 Pages

Siblings Fanndis and Jon are visiting Grandpa Valdis’s farm in Iceland … and they spend the 
whole time arguing about absolutely everything. But then Grandpa Valdis tells them about 
an adventure had by two very special friends: Kappi and Skoppa. Two Icelandic foals who 
couldn’t be any more different, but who are the best of friends. Their story is funny, moving, 
and thrilling. So thrilling that even Fanndis and Jon suddenly forget to argue.

Paul Maar, Sabine Büchner, Ute Krause

Pugs, Dachshunds, Sheepdogs –  
Paul Maar’s marvellous book of dogs
Read Aloud Book Ages 7+  |  288 Pages

Wet noses, faithful eyes: dogs are the best friends of many 
children and adults alike. Best-selling author Paul Maar 
has spent his life with them, too. In this very special book, 
he has curated old and new stories about dogs and has 
embellished them with funny poems, amusing pictures 
and interesting facts about dogs. Of course, Maar’s most 
beloved characters can’t resist joining in – and so we find 
the Sat and the little kangaroo popping up, along with  
Mr. Bello and Snuffi Hartenstein. 

Popular characters coupled  
with stories and loads of new  
pictures and poems by this  
best-selling author

Wide-ranging book packed  
with facts for readers to  

discover and be amused by

 
 
A Love-letter  
to Iceland and  
its Ponies
At last: a pony adventure  
for Kindergarten children  
aged 4+

Second book in the series  
coming up!

Rights of the  
series sold to Rights sold to

Finally a special horse adventure for kindergarten children, told with  
a lot of heart and wit by Chantal Schreiber, one of the most success-
ful authors of horse books for children and young people
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/moepse-dackel-huetehunde/9783751200554?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/doppelgaloppel/9783751400329?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/snuffi-hartenstein-und-sein-ziemlich-dicker-freund/9783789108174?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/kurt/9783751400053?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/kurt/9783770700837?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/kurt/9783770702473?m=r


Andrea Schütze, Carola Sieverding

The Wild Forest Four –  
Let’s Go on a Treasure Hunt!
Read Aloud Book Ages 4+  |  96 Pages

It has been raining non-stop in Honeycake Forest, 
and the Wild Forest Four decide to try to find the 
pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. But when 
their treasure hunt yields nothing, they decide 
to make their own – starting with a real treasure 
map. But then the map falls into the hands of their 
friends from the Forest Kindergarten – and the 
heroic foursome have to rack their brains to make 
sure that the young children’s treasure hunt is 
more successful than their own!

Sandra Grimm, Barbara Korthues

Wonder, Wishes, Adventure – 
3-5-8-Minute Stories
Read Aloud Book Ages 3+  |  144 Pages

Do you fancy a thrilling and fantastic adventure? 
It only takes three, five or eight minutes to 
experience something truly incredible, for this 
book combines numerous thrilling adventure 
stories of differing lengths. Jolin discovers a 
mysterious shop while Miranda flies up to the 
moon – and then there’s that … pet which is 
“really not so dangerous – in fact, pretty tame”. 
But whatever could it be?

Kathrin Lena Orso, Nima Kellner, Carola Sieverding

The Little Fox Reads Aloud – 
Blobfish and the Speedy  
Fins. Dive into Fabulous  
Waterworlds
Read Aloud Book Ages 5+  |  64 Pages

The Little Fox invites readers aged five and older 
into his snuggly den, and reads them stories. 
There’s the one about Polly and Theo, who go on 
holiday with their parents in a submarine – beats 
a caravan any day! After all, the ocean offers 
them animals and plants, an underwater volcano 
and even a submerged town. In another story, 
they meet the pirate girl Kaina who can turn 
herself into a mermaid.  Then they can cheer on 
the little tortoise and her friend, the crab, in a race 
against two swordfish; and they marvel at Basti, 
who’s magicked into something small and who 
learns to swim in the aquarium…

Popular read-aloud themes:  
the forest, talking animals,  
Kindergarten children seeking  
treasure and adventure

Exciting, funny and sparky  
stories full of fantasy and  
derring-do

A new volume in the popular 
Read-Aloud series – vivid  
waterworld meets the current 
trend of nature

Elisabeth Zöller, Brigitte Kolloch,  
Eva Czerwenka

I Like Reading Aloud 
I’m Afraid, But I am Brave!
Read Aloud Book Ages 4+  |  48 Pages

Powerful, emotion-packed 
series dealing with all sorts of 
topics relating to everyday life

Corinna Gieseler, Irmgard Paule, Nora Paehl

I Like Reading Aloud 
You are my star –  
How loved you are
Read Aloud Book Ages 4+  |  48 Pages

Elisabeth Zöller, Brigitte Kolloch, Susanne Wechdorn

I Like Reading Aloud  
One, two, three –  
Now best friends are we!
Read Aloud Book Ages 4+  |  48 Pages

In every story, the animal gang helps a 
small Kindergarten child

Inspires children’s imaginations

The perfect daily companion, thanks to 
its stories of three different lengths

Illustrated stories for children aged 5+ – 
perfect length for reading aloud

MORE TITLES  
available 
here >>

MORE TITLES  
available 
here >>

MORE TITLES  
available 
here >>

MORE TITLES  
available 
here >>

Rights of the series sold toRights of the series sold to
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-wilden-waldhelden/9783751400015?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/der-kleine-fuchs-liest-vor/9783751400206?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/wunder-wuensche-abenteuer/9783751400459?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/mein-kleines-vorleseglueck/9783751400411?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/mein-kleines-vorleseglueck/9783751400428?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/mein-kleines-vorleseglueck/9783751400404?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/suchergebnis-rights?search_api_fulltext=waldhelden&m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/suchergebnis-rights?search_api_fulltext=3-5-8&m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/suchergebnis-rights?search_api_fulltext=kleine%20fuchs&v=b&m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/suchergebnis-rights?search_api_fulltext=vorlesegluck&v=b&m=r


HELP  
SOLVE THE  
MYSTERY!

Anne Scheller, Stefanie Wegner, Timo Müller-Wegner

Escape School –  
The Shrunken Crystal
Early Reader Ages 7+  |  72 Pages

Everything is all perfectly normal in the boarding 
school, even if the old castle-like building does look a 
bit spooky. But then a pupil disappears without trace 
and, together with Tom and Anni, the reader has to 
try to find her. When, to make matters worse, Tom is 
suddenly shrunk, the “detectives” realise that time 
is running out! A thrilling escape story packed with 
puzzles to grip bigger kids, too. 

Doro Ottermann

Crook-a-Doodle-Doo! Scene of the Crime: Eradicated!
Early Reader Ages 8+  |  208 Pages

What would you do if the world disappeared overnight? Would you just re-invent it all? Might 
you even make some things a bit better? Then this is the book for you. But watch out! You’ll 
find tricky puzzles, mean villains and big obstacles to overcome. For an unknown person is up 
to no good. He’s a master at setting traps, and leaves his tracks everywhere he goes.  
Solve the puzzles and crack the codes: can you catch the criminal?

Jule Ambach, Stefanie Wegner, Timo Müller-Wegner

Escape School –  
Caution, Zombies!
Early Reader Ages 7+  |  72 Pages

It’s Halloween at the Escape School. The pupils 
are all dressed up in spooky costumes – and so, of 
course, are the readers. But what’s this? Real zombies 
suddenly burst into the party, searching for things 
to eat. Now the kids have to get rid of the creepy 
creatures before they start to develop an appetite  
for humans. Are you going to help them? 

Thrilling story packed with puzzles; 
includes postcards, too

Young readers strongly identify with 
the school setting

New genre offers children space to create unlimited fantasy worlds

Second book in the  
series coming up

The Start of a  
Thrilling Chase!
Innovative combination of children’s crime novel and activity book

Bang on Trend: Escape Puzzles  
for Primary School-aged Readers
Ideal gift to encourage children to practise reading

Rights of the series sold to

Sample translation 
available

English Sample  
Translation Available
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/escape-school/9783751200998?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/escape-school/9783751200981?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/kritzel-krimi/9783751300209?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/escape-school/9783751200394?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/escape-school/9783751200400?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Ottermann_Kritzel-Krimi_Tatort%20Ausradiert.pdf
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Scheller_Escape_School_Zauberbuch_sample_translation.pdf


Zapf

The Guardians of the Valley –  
The Island of the Bee-Eaters
Early Reader Comic Ages 6+  |  64 Pages

When Talis, Alva, Will and Sam build a raft on 
the valley beach, they suddenly notice a gigantic 
flock of birds flying towards them. Will is quite 
sure that they have come from Wild Island, and 
that something must be wrong over there. The 
friends duly set off on their new raft to check 
that everything is okay. Lo and behold: all kinds 
of dangers await them on the island, and they 
soon find themselves back in the middle of a 
honey battle between two bear tribes.  

Zapf

The Guardians of the Valley –  
The Winter Crystal
Early Reader Comic Ages 6+  |  64 Pages

In the forest, Talis, Alva, Will und Sam discover a 
fabulous glittering stone. It’s the Winter Crystal! 
How did it get there? It needs to be returned to the 
summit of the mountain as quickly as possible. 
Only once it’s there can it bring the longed-for 
winter to the valley. The four courageous friends 
set off at once. But their route to the summit is beset 
with danger, and strange armoured creatures are 
hot on their heels …  

Katja Frixe, Simona M. Ceccarelli

Foxland
Children’s Fiction Ages 9+  |  272 Pages

Eleven-year-old Juna lives in Foxland, a remote place full of magic.  
Or – to be more precise – Magiclings: objects which have a soul –  
and a unique will of their own. One day, something strange happens.  
The cloud-seller, who provides Juna’s village with all the essentials,  
fails to turn up. A dangerous golden fox appears. And finally Fion,  
the cloud-seller’s nephew, falls and accidentally destroys the most 
important Magicling. The Foxlanders are beside themselves with rage.  
Juna, however, sticks up for Fion – and sets about uncovering the  
ancient secret of Foxland. 

 
 
Warm-hearted,  
Funny, and  
Atmospheric
Wonderful fantasy world for 
children aged 9+, along the 
lines of Michael Ende

Comic Action and Adventure to  
Enthral all Emerging Reader Heroes!
With large-print speech-bubbles and cool illustrations

160,000 copies sold  
of Katja Frixe’s “Magical 
Bookshop” series

Rights of the series sold to

Thrilling comic: guaranteed to captivate 
reluctant early readers

Large font and fantastic pictures: the  
perfect combination for young readers

Fantasy, friendship and adventure will 
thrill boys and girls alike

EXPERTISE  
available here!

MORE TITLES  
available 
here >>
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-waechter-von-tal/9783789121425?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/fuchsland/9783751300001?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/der-zauberhafte-wunschbuchladen-1/9783791500218?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-waechter-von-tal/9783789110757?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Frixe_Foxland_Report.pdf
https://www.oetinger.de/suchergebnis-rights?search_api_fulltext=wunschbuchladen&v=b&m=r


The Eagerly Awaited  
New Instalment  
of the Number One  
Best-selling Series
Compelling themes: protection of the  
environment, friendship, solidarity

Tanya Stewner, Claudia Carls

Alea Aquarius 7 – Under the Spell of an Oath
Children’s Fiction Ages 10+  |  356 Pages

Love, friendship, adventure – and longing for a reunion: it’s the seventh volume in the 
Alea Aquarius series! This time, Alea and Lennox set out overland to reach the Lorelei 
Rocks. They believe Alea’s twin sister Anthea to be there. Will the twins manage to meet 
up again? And will their meeting reactivate Alea’s mermaid capabilities?

Rights of the series sold to

klick!

Check out the Alea song “No Longer 
Silent” on YouTube and see how active 
Alea’s fans are on social media:

English-language film and television series  
is in progress and scheduled to complete in 2022

MORE THAN 

600.000  
COPIES 
SOLD ACROSS 

THE SERIES

        Oetinger’s best-selling Alea Aquarius  
          series is an exciting ecological fantasy  
       adventure. The books deal with themes  
       of self-discovery, identity, romance and friendship which  
is appealing to a wide readership, especially to girls. The writing is direct  
and lyrical but also dramatic and intriguing. 

The explicit ecological message gives Alea Aquarius greater weight and  
resonance than conventional fantasy novels. The link drawn between  
environmental issues and health is prescient and thought-provoking. The 
protection of the oceans has absolutely top priority in Alea’s world. 

The Alea Aquarius series has a devoted and highly active fan base.  
A wide range of merchandise is also associated with the series: audio 
books, CDs (music co-written by Tanya Stewner and her husband), and 
stationery products including pens, stickers, ribbons and notepads,  
and teaching materials.

EXPERTISE  
for series  
available  
here >>
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/alea-aquarius-7/9783751201698?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/alea-aquarius/9783789110443?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/alea-aquarius/9783789112089?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/alea-aquarius/9783789115189?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/alea-aquarius-die-botschaft-des-regens/9783789113536?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/alea-aquarius-die-macht-der-gezeiten/9783789108884?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/alea-aquarius-der-ruf-des-wassers/9783789147470?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/alea-aquarius-die-farben-des-meeres/9783789147487?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/alea-aquarius-das-geheimnis-der-ozeane/9783789147494?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/alea-aquarius-der-fluss-des-vergessens/9783789104367?m=r
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/aleaaquarius/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWWn1FpxNYQ
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Stewner_Alea%20Aquarius_Der%20Ruf%20des%20Wassers_Die%20Farben%20des%20Meeres_Reader%27s%20Report.pdf


Julia Blesken, Barbara Jung

Mission Kolomoro, or:  
Grandpa in the Plastic Bag
Children’s Fiction Ages 9+  |  250 Pages

At the start of the October half term, six children 
have a chance encounter outside a supermarket. 
There’s Katja, who has had a row with her dads. 
Polina, who only wanted to buy some baking 
powder. Fridi, Mustafa and Zeck. And Jennifer, who 
is accompanied by her miniature Pinscher and who 
is also carrying her grandpa’s ashes in a plastic bag. 
When Mustafa tricks a biker in the car park, the 
children have to leg it. They have no phones and 
next to no money. But they do have an important 
mission: Jennifer’s grandpa has to be laid to rest in 
Kolomoro. But how’s that going to happen, when 
nobody has a clue where Kolomoro is?

Daniela Dammer, Stefanie Klaßen

Bad Jam
Don’t Panic on the Titanic
Children’s Fiction Ages 8+  |  160 Pages

It isn’t just that the wrong jam is on the table: 
Yann is also facing the end of primary school. 
For him, that feels like the end of the world, 
as there’s nothing he hates more than change. 
When he changes school, is that also going to 
jeopardise his friendship with Kalle and Ben? 
The three of them have all agreed: only the 
very toughest test of courage will seal their 
friendship. When things start to go wrong, 
they encounter Kiki, the cemetery gardener’s 
granddaughter, who makes an extraordinary 
suggestion. They should all go to their own 
funerals – but how?

Thomas Möller, Sebastian Grusnick, Nikolai Renger

My Brother the Knight – Going Through the Roof!
Children’s Fiction Ages 8+  |  172 Pages

Although Finn is in Year 4, he still can’t read properly. In order not to let  
anyone know – and particularly not his parents – he learns all the books  
off by heart which might be read out loud in class. But then he meets  
Yuki. Yuki says that he is a knight who is searching for the key to the  
gate which will give him entry to his people. During a school trip to a  
museum, Yuki finds this key. He grabs it, then grabs Finn, and they jump  
out of the museum window. They then embark on a rooftop adventure  
greater than anything Finn could ever have imagined…  

Winner of the first Kirsten  
Boie Prize for Children’s  
Literature – a story full of  
diversity set in urban Berlin

Thrilling cat and mouse game, 
lovingly and wittily illustrated by 
Nikolai Renger

Addresses the topic of  
reading difficulties with sensitivity  

and a good dollop of humour 
 

A neat mixture of fantasy and  
children’s everyday life

Lightly written but  
profound: serious topics 
sensitively handled

Delightful and warm-hearted – similar 
in style to Kirsten Boie or Erich Kästner

A “hero” whom it’s impossible not to like

For boys and girls who love fun stories 
about friendship

English Sample 
Translation 
Available
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/mein-bruder-der-elbenritter/9783751300131?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/verfluchte-marmelade/9783789121494?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/mission-kolomoro-oder-opa-der-plastiktuete/9783751200523?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/gruesse-vom-mars/9783791500676?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/vorsicht-wild/9783791501222?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Blesken_Mission%20Kolomoro.pdf


Anna Böhm, Ramona Wultschner

The Animal Police 3 –  
Making Waves
Children’s Fiction Ages 8+  |  224 Pages

Oh no! The stream where the Otter family lives has 
completely dried up. Feeling very thirsty, they set 
off to ask the Animal Police for help. Of course, the 
four furred and feathered detectives immediately 
start to investigate what’s going on. Where has the 
water gone? Can they somehow get it back? And 
are the gangster Tortellini and his crew behind 
it all? He knows every trick in the book and is in 
control of the last remaining water supplies …

Kai Lüftner, Matthias Seeba-Gomille, matzilla.de (Illustrator)

Ninja Academy 3: The Goemons
Children’s Fiction Ages 9+  |  176 Pages

There’s no rest for Sam, Svea, Momo, Bent und Li-Ho as they embark on their first year at the 
Academy, having managed against all the apparent odds – and evil traps set for them – to pass 
the TESUTO. Now they’re starting their Ashigaru training to become Level 1 Ninjas. This involves 
completing their initial training for the hit Shinobi show “Outback – the Last Trip”. Their course 
leader is a great outdoor specialist – but that doesn’t stop them from finding themselves in mortal 
danger. Is Kenn “The Bullet” Sonne behind it all? Or is there more to it than this?

It’s bad enough that the net is tightening ever more around the resistance fighters, the Goemons –  
but Momo is behaving increasingly oddly, too. To make matters worse: Sam’s father suddenly 
appears. And this meeting changes everything.

Suitable for less confident  
readers, too, thanks to the  

high number of illustrations

Volume 3 of  
the Fast-paced  
Ninja Series
Five extraordinary kids and  
non-stop action – gripping  
stories by the hit children’s  
book author Kai Lüftner

Charm, Action  
and Excitement
Volume 3 of the popular  
children’s series

Rights of the  
series sold to

Rights of the  
series sold to
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-tierpolizei-3/9783789121340?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/ninja-academy-3/9783968460062?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-tierpolizei-2/9783789114779?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-tierpolizei-1/9783789121234?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/ninja-academy-1/9783968460048?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/ninja-academy-2/9783968460055?m=r
https://youtu.be/CaAsewO9c44


Peer Martin

Blood and Chocolate
Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+  |  448 Pages

When 18-year-old Manal sets off for the Ivory Coast in search of her roots, her life is 
turned upside down from one moment to the next. Behind a fence, guarded by dogs, 
is Issa, right in the middle of the jungle. And Issa needs her help. He wants to find a 
way to get his little brother back home; like many other children, he has been carried 
off to work on the cocoa plantation. But it’s not that easy, for completely different 
rules apply behind the fence, and many of the children are scared by the idea of 
freedom. With Manal’s help, they finally manage to escape. And it’s the start of a 
merciless pursuit through a parched landscape…

Comprehensively researched and written with emotional power 
by the holder of the German Youth Literature Award 2016

The Dark  
Side of  
the World’s  
Favourite  
Sweet Treat:  
Exploitation in the  
Coca Industry
Goes together with  
“Black Lives Matter” and  
“Generation Greta”

EXPERTISE  
available here!

Anja Ukpai

Meridian Princess 3:  
The Power of Time
Young Adult Fiction Ages 13+ 
352 Pages

Jade is starting her last year at the Clockmakers’ 
Academy. She’s supposed to prepare for her 
final exams along with her friends Orla and 
Mat – but then comes the sudden disappearance 
of their ally Master Gridlock, the leader of the 
Time Inheritors. Are Chronos and his evil Time 
Knights responsible?

Things are hotting up in  
the battle for Time –  
the spectacular finale of  
the Time Inheritors trilogy

Chris Kaspar

Watched – Thou Shalt (Not) 
Bear False Witness
Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+ 
400 Pages

Rena is responsible for the death of her friend Joe. 
Nobody wants to have anything to do with her 
anymore. Nobody, that is, apart from the stranger 
who has been sending her various weird challenges 
via WhatsApp. All of them are related to the 
Seven Deadly Sins. If she doesn’t fulfil a particular 
challenge, one of the people she loves will pay for 
it. Rena has no choice but to obey. However, the 
game becomes increasingly grisly, and there’s no 
escape for her. Who’s behind all these messages? 
How is it connected with Joe’s death? And, more 
importantly: how can she put a stop to this 
diabolical game? 

For Fans of “One of Us Is  
Lying” – perfidious game  
involving secret messages and  
mortal danger

Compelling, shockingly realistic  
story about revenge and mortal sin
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/blut-und-schokolade/9783751300230?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/was-kann-einer-schon-tun/9783789108679?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/sommer-unter-schwarzen-fluegeln/9783789142970?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/hope/9783791501390?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/meridian-princess-2/9783841506047?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/meridian-princess-3/9783841506054?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/meridian-princess-1/9783841506139?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/watched/9783969760130?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Martin_Blood%20and%20Chocolate.pdf


Nena Tramountani

Cards of Love – The Magic of Death
Young Adult Fiction Ages 16+  |  448 Pages

After the sudden death of her beloved father, 18-year-old 
Giuiletta travels to Venice. She stays in her uncle’s hotel, 
where her father is said to have had an accident – and quickly 
becomes aware that something is amiss: the 22 hotel guests 
on the first floor are actually figures from a magic tarot card 
set. They had spent years trapped in their respective cards; 
now they are at large. One of them is the good-looking actor 
Malvolio, with whom Giulietta soon falls in love. But which 
role is the mysterious Malvolio really playing?

Heike Abidi

Before We Lose Everything
Young Adult Fiction Ages 16+  |  400 Pages

Victoria has a fall during an athletics competition and is taken 
to hospital as a matter of routine. There, she is given a terrible 
diagnosis which she couldn’t have imagined in a million years: 
she has a brain tumour. It’s operable – but the risks are huge. 
She decides to take the chance. She has a week before the 
operation, in which to do everything she’s always wanted to 
do. With her best friend Theo, she goes on a thrilling road trip 
and ticks off all the important things on her bucket list. Which 
includes experiencing the best kiss of all time ever.

Anne-Marie Jungwirth

Blessed & Broken – The Power of Sound
Young Adult Fiction Ages 16+  |  480 Pages

There are only a few women in the kingdom of Palente who have 
the magical power to control the material world by means of 
sound. Livia, the baker's daughter, is one of these women. Her 
father forbids her to use her gift, as it had turned out to be her 
mother’s undoing. But then her father loses his civil rights, and 
her pregnant sister urgently needs her dowry. Livia has to make 
a pact with the young and attractive warlord Cristan in order to 
save her family …

A magnificent mixture of  
magic and the modern world, 
set in romantic Venice

An awe-inspiring kingdom with 
a strong heroine who has an 
extraordinary gift: the power 
of sound

Ideal for all fans of Heike Abidi, 
Jojo Moyes, Cecelia Ahern and 
Lori Nelson Spielman

Inescapable love, magic Tarot cards, and an  
ancient family story

Guaranteed to whet the appetite: Volume 2  
due in Spring 2022

Part of the popular Romantasy genre –  
an addictive page-turnerA fantastic New Adult love story: a profound 

topic handled with a light narrative touch

Road trip and bucket list make for a compelling 
and moving story

Sample translation 
available
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/blessed-broken/9783969760215?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/bevor-wir-alles-verlieren/9783969760222?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/cards-love-1-die-magie-des-todes/9783969760178?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Tramountani_Cards%20of%20Love1.pdf


Julie Chapel

Hard to Say I Love You
Young Adult Fiction Ages 16+ 
400 Pages

Layla would never have believed it possible to step out of the 
shadow of her deceased twin brother. She has just started 
studying journalism and signs up for a creative writing 
workshop – really just to keep her friend Stella company. But 
this workshop becomes a real challenge for Layla, and she 
surpasses herself. Initially with words, and then with her 
whole being. This is not entirely unrelated to the course tutor, 
Jordan. A man who – unlike Layla – has no problem at all 
talking about his feelings… 

Hanna Bergmann

Night of Lies
Young Adult Fiction Ages 16+ 
480 Pages

When 17-year-old Leah is banished by her mother to the elite 
boarding school Elm Castle in the forests of North Carolina, 
she quickly realises that things are not as they should be. Her 
room-mate Carter threatens her, and in the forest she encounters 
a blood-stained and apparently confused boy. Apart from Reese, 
who befriends her, and the charming Casper, everyone at Elm 
Castle seems to be pretty messed up as a result of a girl having 
vanished without trace two years previously. Leah starts to 
investigate, and discovers secret upon secret… 

Fabulous setting: Indian Summer on a  
distinguished campus

A romantic love story to inspire all keen writers

Creepy witchcraft setting: 
tension with a tinge of mystery – 
un-put-downable!

Sexy and book-mad: the 
creative writing trend meets the 
successful New Adult genre

Rights of the  
series sold to

Emma Lindberg

From Now On
Young Adult Fiction Ages 16+  |  416 Pages

Serena spends her whole life drawing, sleeps with a pair of 
scissors beneath her pillow, and is afraid of the number thirteen. 
Callan is surgically attached to his guitar, wears boxer shorts 
with motifs on them, and tries to conceal his father’s alcohol 
problem. The two have known one another since forever – and 
they both have more feelings for one another than they want to 
admit. Mainly because Callan is Serena’s brother’s best friend, 
and her intact family is his place of refuge which he is desperate 
not to jeopardise. However, their mutual feelings can’t be 
ignored, and on a camping trip, the harmonious relationship 
between the three of them is severely tested …

A thrilling New Adult novel  
about forbidden love: Dramatic 
twists of fate, sultry moments,  
and emotional intensity

VOLUME 2 
WILL BE  

PUBLISHED IN  
AUTUMN 2022

Told from two perspectives: takes us right 
into the protagonists’ lives and feelings
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/disappeared/9783841506016?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/night-lies/9783969760055?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/hard-say-i-love-you/9783969760161?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/rena-callan-1-now/9783969760000?m=r


Arab World
Sapiens Literary Agency
Ali Arabzadeh
305, Garhoud Star Building PO Box 27533
DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Email: ali.arabzadeh@literarysapiens.com

Bulgaria 
NiKa – Literary Agency
Vania Kadiyska
11, Slaveikov Sq.
1000 Sofia
BULGARIA
Email: nika@techno-link.com

China (Mainland), Taiwan,  
Hong Kong, Macao
HERCULES Business & Culture GmbH
Cai Hongjun
Am Röderweg 6
61138 Niederdorfelden
GERMANY
Email: cai@hercules-book.de 
 
Czech Republic, Slovakia 
Kristin Olson Literary Agency s.r.o.
Klimentská 24110 00 
Praha 1
CZECH REPUBLIC
Email: kristin.olson@litag.cz 
 
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
Literary agent Benas Bėrantas
Manufaktūrų str. 25-12
LT-11342 Vilnius
LITHUANIA
Email: benas.berantas@gmail.com 
 
France
Dr. Michael Wenzel
EDITIO DIALOG
Literary Agency
45 rue Saint André
59800 Lille
FRANCE
Email: dr.wenzel@editio-dialog.com

Greece
Iris Literary Agency
Catherine Fragou
18, Komotinis str.
136 76 Thrakomakedones
Athens
GREECE
Email: irislitgr@gmail.com 

Hungary
Kátai & Bolza Literary Agents
Orsi Mészáros
Szerb u. 17–19
1056 Budapest
HUNGARY
Email: orsi@kataibolza.hu

Iran
Blue Circle Agency
Dr. Maryam Ghandehari
Le Corbusier Strasse 44
26127 Oldenburg
GERMANY
Email: Maryam@smisagh.com

Italy
Stefania Fietta
Donzelli Fietta Agency Srls
Viale Abruzzi, 11 
20131 Milano
ITALY
Email: stefania@donzellifiettaagency.com
 
Japan
JAPAN UNI AGENCY, Inc.
May Fujinaga
Tokyodo Jinbocho No. 2 Bldg.
1-27 Kanda Jinbocho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 101-0051
JAPAN
Email: maiko.fujinaga@japanuni.co.jp

The Netherlands
Marianne Schönbach Literary Agency
Roos Vroonhof
Rokin 44 III
1012 KV Amsterdam
THE NETHERLANDS
Email: r.vroonhof@schonbach.nl

Poland
Graal, Sp.z.o.o.Agencja Literacka
Tomasz Berezinski
ul.Pruszkowska 29/252
02-119 Warszawa
POLAND
Email: tomasz.berezinski@graal.com.pl
 
Romania
Marilena Iovu
Literary Agency
Str. Sibiu nr. 10/OS1/186
061543 Bukarest
ROMANIA
Email: marilena.iovu@literat.ro 
 
Russia, CIS countries
Tatiana Vaniat
Authorized Literary Agent in ICSTI
Kuusinen Str. 21b
Moscow, 125252
RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Email:  vaniat@icsti.su
 
South Korea
Richard Hong
BC AGENCY
3F. Youngjun B/D(annex),  
Worldcup buk-ro 22, Mapo-gu,  
Seoul 03992
SOUTH KOREA
Email: r-hong@bcagency.kr

Spain, Portugal, South America
Ute Körner Literary Agency
Sandra Rodericks
Aragó, 224 pral 2a

08011 Barcelona 
SPAIN
Email: sandra.rodericks@uklitag.com

Thailand
TEXT Agency
Charubhastra Meyhöfer-Talayasut
15, Phuddhabucha 33/2 Road
Bangmod, Thungkhru
Bangkok 10140
THAILAND
Email: charubhastra.talayasut@gmail.com

Turkey
Akcali Copyright Agency
Begum Ayfer
Bahariye Cad. 8 / 9-10
34714 Kadiköy-Istanbul
TURKEY
Email: begum@akcalicopyright.com

UK, USA, English World, Scandinavia
Tina Amor
10 Melbourne Square
Leconfield HU17 7L
GREAT BRITAIN
Email: tina@tibooks.co.uk

Ukraine
Literaturagentur Maria Schliesser
Beuckestr. 11
14163 Berlin
GERMANY
Email:  schliesser.maria@gmail.com
 
Vietnam
Tran Thi Nga
Squirrel Rights Agency 
R502 Hacinco building, Nhan Chinh,  
Thanh Xuan, Hanoi
VIETNAM
Email: copyright.scp1@gmail.com

For the Following Countries Please Contact Our Exclusive Agents
Contact for all other countries: rights@verlagsgruppe-oetinger.de
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